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it is privately owned.
composition of Templeton Group, Tailorspace Atlas and Alvarium Re
Overlaying the tension over the use of the airport land is Airways
is an adventure into a bewilderingly complex network of companies
April 2020 announcement that they were considering withdrawing
with shareholders that include a Qatar Sheikh and mega-wealthy
air traffic services from seven regional aerodromes which included
Hong Kong investors. Many of the shareholders of the companies
the Paraparaumu Airport Flight Information Service (AFIS). No
that support NZ PropCo reside in the world’s best-known tax havens,
decision has been reached about the withdrawal of Paraparaumu
including the Virgin Islands, Florida and the Channel Islands.
AFIS but, if it goes, local operators expect NZ PropCo will impose
Publicly, NZ PropCo are working to build a positive public image
significant restrictions on aircraft to address an elevated safety risk
with promises of contributions to the growth and vibrancy of the
at an uncontrolled airfield that only they believe exists. Sadly, in this
Kāpiti Coast. Templeton Group Marketing Manager, Chris Simpson
day and age, it’s easy to weaponise safety.
has spoken to many on the Coast and tossed around promises of
The Wellington Northern Corridor including the current Transmission
schools, medical facilities, a hotel and other community amenities
Gully and Peka Peka to Ōtaki Expressway projects will hasten the
to build favour with residents. However, after owning Paraparaumu
economic growth of the Kāpiti Coast and are expected to change the
Airport for over 18 months, no plans have emerged of how they
demographics of those who live on the coast. Formerly, the Kāpiti
intend to develop the airport land.
Coast was a pleasant place to retire to. Due to decreased travel
It appears Paraparaumu Airport’s owners have no lasting stake
times introduced by Transmission Gully, the population balance of
in Kāpiti and no interest in an airport. It’s their plan to close the
the Wellington Region is expected to shift north and the average
airport for intensive development to maximise short term private
age of those living on the coast reduce as younger people move
gain, then disappear back to Auckland, distributing the proceeds
into the area. In time, Wellington’s population will be spread further
to their overseas investors via their tax haven entities.
north along the west coast – but, if Paraparaumu Airport is closed,
In addition to the obvious transport links and contribution to the
its major airport will be at the southern-most end of the region.
resiliency of the coast in the event of a disaster, those who live on
It's time for central and local Government to start talking to secure
the Kāpiti Coast value the airport for the open space and services
the future of Paraparaumu Airport. A mixed-use model that unlocks
it provides. Although often described as New Zealand’s biggest
the value in surplus airport land for the benefit of iwi and hapu from
roundabout, Paraparaumu Airport is as iconic as Kāpiti Island.
whom the land was originally taken is what’s required.
Simpson likes to point out the airport offers few scheduled services
Airports are vital pieces of national transport infrastructure that
and that residents should use it or expect to lose it. However, this
are as important as roads and bridges. As pilots we all know that
conveniently overlooks the fact the airport is the home to a vibrant
aircraft are becoming more aerodynamically efficient and alternative
aero club, many private aircraft operators and nothing has been
propulsion systems are now within reach. The hub and spoke
done by NZ PropCo or previous owners Todd Property to stimulate
airport model is dead and smaller more efficient aircraft will hasten
the growth of the airport. Air Chathams report good loadings on
the growth of point to point regional travel. If we allow airports to
their services to Auckland but are unlikely to invest in increasing
close, that will have negative social and environmental impacts as
the frequency of their flights or adding other routes that involve
people must travel further to board a plane. An airport should not
Paraparaumu with the uncertain future of the airport. Sounds Air
have to justify its existence on commercial viability alone. What it
which operate services from Paraparaumu to Blenheim and Nelson
contributes to the local economy, growth, accessibility, and resilience
find themselves in the same position.
of the communities it serves should be taken into account – in the
Kāpiti Coast residents have made it very clear they want their
same way a road or rail bridge is. As pilots it’s our duty to make
airport to stay with 96% of residents agreeing the “airport is an
sure decision makers understand that.
important strategic asset for the district” in a December 2020
Transport Infrastructure influences the pace of development and
survey commissioned by Kāpiti Coast District Council. That strong
regional prosperity and an airport should be central to the region’s
public sentiment was reinforced in a March 2021 poll conducted
growth, not a victim of it. Once Paraparaumu Airport is closed, it
by the Save Kāpiti Airport community group which found 85% of
will never come back. Please do what you can to make sure that
Kāpiti residents oppose the Airport’s closure, and 83% believe the
doesn’t happen.
Government should step in to prevent the airport’s closure.
Simpson is also Chief Executive of Kāpiti Coast Airport Holdings
You can show your support to save the Paraparaumu Airport by
Ltd, the company owned by NZ PropCo and charged with running
signing the following petition online:
Paraparaumu Airport. He is supported by Airport Manager Simon
Lockie of Parakai Airport and co-founder of AIMM. Neither have done
https://www.change.org/p/kapiti-coast-community-stop-the-closureanything to endear themselves to local operators or try and stimulate
of-kapiti-airport
aircraft movements and activity. They seem to be committed to a
strategy of frustration and intimidation of those
battling to save the airport from closure and
creating an incompatibility between the airport
and the community at every opportunity.
Simpson continually repeats that Paraparaumu
Airport is not economically viable. Paraparaumu
Airport is no different than any other airport.
Beyond compare in Strength, Performance,
With large land areas, airports struggle to make
& Safety
money from aeronautical revenue alone. That’s
why airports are surrounded by retail, carparking
and related aviation businesses.
Initially, operators were told by Simpson, the
airport generated $450,000 of aeronautical
revenue at an annual cost of $1.6 million.
However, it quickly became clear that Kāpiti
Landing Retail Park on the NE corner of the
Paraparaumu Airport land is part of NZ PropCo’s
r
reated equal...
overall airport business, generates annual
revenue of $3.42 million and offsets the airport 2, 4 and 6-Place Bearhawk aircraft, strength and durability:
100% Flush-head solid rivets on all aluminum skin wings
losses as it was intended to do. After purchasing
17% Stronger, utility category strength at full gross weight
the airport, NZ PropCo put the Retail Park up for
sale. The Retail Park would provide them with a Nothing flies as fast, lands as slow, hauls as much:
quick cash injection and, with it gone, strengthen
Patrol cruises at 150-plus mph touches down at 35 mph and
their claim the airport is not economically viable.
4-Place has 1,350 lb useful load and outclimbs the competiton
That sale has been halted by the Crown Law Built-in safety margin is best in class, with more utility:
Office who has directed the Chief Executive of
Riblett airfoils outperform in climb, speed and slow flight
LINZ must consider the offer back provisions
Beefy 4130 steel frame , now with the roomiest cabin ever with Model 5
of the Public Works Act when land taken by
www.BearhawkAircraft.com
the Government is no longer required for the
fo@bearhawkaircraft.com
purposes for which it was acquired even when
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Bearhawk Fly-In
A report by Simon Nicholson

1
Back in September, Murray Paterson contacted me about a
Bearhawk fly-in, to be held at Fernside Fields on ANZAC weekend
2021. Now, back then I had generated a massive amount of
momentum on my own build thanks to COVID-19 and its impact on
the aviation industry. Because of this, I was hugely optimistic that
I would be able to fly myself in, in my newly completed Bearhawk
Bravo. Now many of the more experienced builders know that any
project the size and complexity of an aircraft requires unrealistic
goals and expectations and this would prove to be such an example.
The new year and a rebounding aviation industry saw me busy with
work and family summer holidays. Another part of homebuilding is
maintaining balance in other areas of our lives. Maintaining some
of this saw the month of January having only one day in the hangar.
Needless to say my son Aidan and I transported ourselves to the
fly-in in the jumpseat of an A320 instead of our own aircraft.
Arriving on the Friday afternoon we all descended on Jonathan
Battson’s hangar at Fernside Fields in Canterbury. Already in
attendance was of course Jonathan’s 4-Place Bearhawk, whom
many of you will be familiar from its dominance in the last couple
of Healthy Bastards Bush Flying competitions.
Graeme Prankerd had already arrived from Taranaki in his Patrol.
Shortly after Murray Paterson landed in his 4-Place from Taieri.
Murray’s passion for aviation is outstanding. AOPA members will
know him from his work on the council and his involvement in
numerous fly-in’s.
Aidan and I weren't the only ground arrivals. Other local pilots,
Murray’s son Dave Paterson and Neville Bailey (who started a
Bearhawk built last August and has already almost completed his
fuselage and firewall forward) drove in, along with Grant and Bec
Bisset who drove up from Wanaka. Grant has also recently started
a 4-Place kit build.
After the Sun went down over a beautiful Canterbury, we all went
into Rangiora for dinner.
The next day in order to beat the afternoon winds and thunderstorms
on the forecast we had an early wake up to be back out to Fernside
Fields. First up we all jumped into the two 4-Place and the one
Patrol. We departed north west following the Okuku River through
to Pig Flat for a landing at Craig Thompson’s Glen burn Station strip.

From Pig Flat we continued into the Lees Valley and made a brief
attempt of continuing west before the building westerly changed
our minds. Instead we flew in a loose formation back east following
the Ashley River to Lou McAllister’s strip south of Cust. What never
2
ceases to amaze me is what wonderful collections can be found
in hangars all over New Zealand and Lou’s collection of cars,
motorbikes and even a South African Chipmunk is such an example.
Joining us at Lou’s were Richard Eberlein and Graham Johnson who
would have loved to have been in their newly completed Bearhawk
Bravo but didn’t have the paperwork received in time. Instead they
made the trip down from Nelson in a C172. Also from Nelson was
Alan Caudwell in his Titan Mustang.
Our next strip was Alan Belworthy’s just outside of Cust. Joining us
here were Nic Roberts in his Bearhawk LSA with Ross Macdonald

3

Top Left: Three Bearhawks at Jonathan Battson's hangar, Fernside
Fields. Top Right: The view of Canterbury from Bearhawk ZK-NJB.
Below Left: Nic Roberts' Bearhawk LSA, ZK-LKA, Right Upper:
Bearhawks lined up at Glen Burn Station. Right Centre: Murray
Patterson's Bearhawk 4-Place ZK-FHR. Right Lower: Bearhawk
ZK-NJB under a big Canterbury sky. Photos Simon Nicholson.
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who flew down from the Hawkes Bay. After looking at Alan’s amazing
collection of scratchbuilt aircraft spanning three generations of
Belworthys, we headed into Cust for lunch. One of the best aspects
of fly-in’s is the gatherings of like minded people many who have not
met before but after a meal, and a few tall tales, great friendships
are made - and this was no exception.
We next headed literally just down the road to see John Dugdale
and his scratch built 4-Place. John is working on installing a
Continental engine which will be the first Bearhawk in this country
using this engine type.
After seeing John we all mustered and headed back to Fernside
Field. This gave us a great opportunity to get a photo of all the
Bearhawk models flying in New Zealand. This great weekend
culminated in another great dinner.
The next morning, those pilots who had a ways to go got an early
start for their flight home. Grant Bisset and I however drove over
to Neville’s to see his Bravo build. Not only is Nev building at an
exceptional rate but his build quality is great.
This was a great weekend for me and Aidan not only spend time
together but to share ideas with other builders. A huge thanks to
Murray Paterson for organising and to Jonathan Battson for hosting
the inaugural Bearhawk Fly-In. Next year we will meet in Wanaka
with a few additional flying examples, including the author's.
Top Right: A chinwag with recent arrivals at the Belworthy
family airstrip at Cust, with sunbeams and a rainbow greeting the
Bearhawk gang. One of Alan Belworthy's aircraft on the left next to
Bearhawks NJB and FHR. Right: Lunch is a great time to socialise
with other aviators during a fly-in. From left are Philippa Eberlein,
Murray Paterson, Ross Macdonald, Graeme Prankerd, Grant
Bisset, Jonathan Battson, and Aidan Nicholson. Below Left: Inside
Jonathan Battson's Fernside Field hangar, his Bearhawk ZK-NJB
in the back with ZK-FHR in the foreground: Below Centre: The
group visited John Dugdale's 4-Place Bearhawk project with the
Continental engine. Below Right: Simon and Grant also visited
Neville Bailey's project. Photos: Simon Nicholson.

New Zealand STOL Winner Trifecta for Bearhawk
For the third year in a row, Bearhawk pilot Jonathan Battson won
the annual Healthy Bastards Bush Pilot Champs STOL (Short Take
Off and Landing) competition. The event is held in Blenheim, New
Zealand, home to the Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre — a “living”
museum commemorating the two World Wars (www.omaka.org.
nz). The main objective in the STOL component of the competition
is to get airborne in the shortest distance, and then touch down
safely bringing the aircraft to a stop also in the shortest distance.
Battson took top spot in the Heavy Touring Category (>2,550 lb)
in his Bearhawk 4-Place aircraft. As has become customary for
Battson in the Bearhawk, his winning score was by a wide margin.
Battson completed the trifecta of wins in 2019, 2020 and 2021. For
more information go to:
www.marlboroughaeroclub.co.nz/healthybastards/Healthy-Bastards-introduction/
Whether flying for sport and recreation, to make the best use
of one's time, or out of basic necessity, there is no equal to the
Bearhawk. A triphibious Bearhawk with its array of landing options,
carrying capacity and superior strength is prepared, all around,
to ensure each challenge is met with reliability and strength. The
combination of wheel, ski and float options on the Bearhawk, along
with three successive competition victories, exemplify trifectas
of achievement —that involving three successful outcomes.
Bearhawk aircraft are available in kit or plan form. Models
range from 2-, 4- and 6-Place configurations. All Bearhawk
aircraft excel at accessing remote airstrips and are renowned
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for their rugged construction and carrying capacity. Avipro/
Bearhawk Aircraft manufactures high quality Quick Build kits for
the Bearhawk 4-Place Model B, Bearhawk Patrol, Bearhawk
Companion, and Bearhawk LSA, and Bearhawk Model 5.
For more information on Bearhawk Aircraft, visit www.
bearhawkaircraft.com, or contact Bearhawk at info@
bearhawkaircraft.com, 877-528-4776, or +1 512-626-7886.
Article supplied by Mike Taylor of Bearhawk. The image below
Jonathan Battson competing at Omaka is courtesy of Phil Craig.
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